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Introduction
Thank you for stepping up and volunteering to be an Age Manager this season.
Age Managers play a vital role in the club, and we wouldn’t be able to run our
competition nights without you.
You may be the Age Manager, but it is important to remember that you are not
solely responsible for “managing” your age group each week. Groups where a
number of parents help you run the events work much better. How many you
need will depend on the size and age of your group, but 3-6 would be best.
We are committed to supporting our Age Managers, and we would encourage
you to attend the Introduction to Teaching Little Athletics Skills (ITLAS) course
run by Little Athletics NSW. We will reimburse you the registration fee. Courses
are held at various locations throughout the year; check the Little Athletics
NSW website for details of when and where they are being held and to register.
This Handbook has been put together to give you the information that you
need in order to manage your age group each week, and to explain what
happens on our running nights.
If you have any questions throughout the season, contact Dana and Peter (the
Age Manager’s Contacts), or Andrew (the Training, and Education Contact; our
contact details are on the website.
On behalf of the Committee and the athletes, thank you again for volunteering.
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Events we run
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Girls

400m
500m

U10 U11 U12 U13 U14 U15 U17

√*

700m

√*

800m
1500m
60m hurdles

√

√

√

80m hurdles
90m hurdles

Boys Girls

100m hurdles

Boys Girls

110m hurdles

Boys

200m hurdles
Long jump

√

√
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High jump

√
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√
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√

√
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Triple jump
Shot put

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Discus

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

√

Javelin

* Pack start i.e. not run in lanes

** Scissors technique only
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Organisation of running nights
We run an alternating two-week program (Week A and Week B). We also have a
wet weather program which we run if it’s been raining and it’s unsafe to
conduct the jumps events. Copies of each of the programs are on our website
and in your Age Manager folder. Please check the program each week, as it
may be modified as the season progresses to ensure that the night runs
smoothly.

Start of the night
When you arrive, go to the Control Desk and sign in. You’ll need to collect your
Age Manager’s kit, which consists of:
•

the folder for your age group which has the results sheets for that night,
a copy of each weekly program, Athlete of the Week award, QR code for
parents to scan to check-in (if they haven’t already done so), and
information sheets and specifications for each of the events

•

sanitising equipment for field event implements

•

laminated place numbers for circular track events

and also pick up:
•

your Age Manager vest

•

walkie talkie for communicating with the Control Desk

•

orange vests for your parent helpers (take as many as you think you’ll
need)

You will meet your group on the grass in front of the steps, and you can mark
off each athlete as they arrive.
The night begins with a group warmup at 6:30pm, then each age group moves
off and completes their events. Most groups should finish by 8:30pm.
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Field events
You and the parent helpers will need to run the event (i.e. measure the
jumps/throws, rake the pit or retrieve the shot/discus/javelin, and record the
results). Any equipment that is handled by yourself or the parent helpers (such
as rakes, measuring tapes, or spikes) needs to be sanitised at the start of the
event and when you’ve finished. Throws implements (shot, discus, and javelin)
don’t need to be sanitised before each athlete uses them, but all athletes
should use hand sanitiser before the event starts.

Track events
A number of volunteer starters will be assigned to the straight and circular
tracks, and there will usually be a volunteer doing the results entry. If there is
no starter at the start line when you’re ready for your event, please call for one
using the walkie talkie.

Starting procedure
You will need to arrange athletes into their lanes at the start line. Starting
blocks are available at the straight track for those athletes in the U11 and
above age groups that wish to use them. Athletes can use either a standing or
crouch start for events up to and including the 400m which are run in lanes.
Pack start events (listed on the Events we run table) and events longer than
400m must start with a standing start.

Finish process
The finish process is slightly different for straight and circular track events.
For straight track events, you will need to have at least one parent helper
(younger groups will need more) at the finish line to ensure that athletes stay
in their lane once they’ve finished the race. The parents will also need to make
sure the athletes remain in their lane order for results entry. The athlete in lane
1 (closest to the recording desk) needs to go to the recording desk first,
followed by lane 2, then lane 3, and so on. Athletes will need to show their
registration number at the recording desk. They can then return to the start
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line (or wherever you’ve arranged for them to go) once their results have been
recorded.
For circular track events (200m +), you will need to send parent helpers to the
finish line before your race starts to hand out the place numbers to the athletes
as they finish. Once the race has finished, athletes should proceed to the
recording desk in their finish order, have their registration number recorded,
and hand in their place number. In order to ensure social distancing at the
finish line, athletes need to move away from the recording desk as
soon as their place has been recorded, and not crowd around the
computer looking at their results.

Combining age groups
For the middle distance events (800m and 1500m), multiple age groups can
run together if there are several groups ready to start. If this happens, the
place numbers are handed out to each athlete in the order they cross the
finish line regardless of which age group they are in. For example, if you have
the Under 11 Boys and Under 12 Girls doing the 1500m together, there is no
need to have two sets of place numbers – use the one set of numbers for all
the athletes. The placings for the different age groups will be determined by
the results software.

Athlete of the Week award
Each age group will have an Athlete of the Week award available each week. It
is up to you to decide how you will decide which athlete receives it. The
philosophy of Little Athletics is to try your best and to compete against
yourself, so the award isn’t intended to go to the “best” athlete – it might the
athete who achieved the most PBs that night, or who beat a previous PB by a
large margin. It might be useful to keep a record (either on your phone or a
printout of the list of athletes) of who receives the award each week so you can
ensure that it’s not going to the same few athletes.

End of the night
At the end of the night, return the Age Manager’s equipment to the Control
Desk.
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Results entry
You (or a parent helper) will need to enter the field event results into the results
system (Results HQ) each week. The login details will be emailed to you at the
start of the season. Please try and have the results entered by Sunday
afternoon. Take a photo of each of the results sheets for the field events to use
when entering the results. For jumps events, the results need to entered in
metres e.g. a High Jump result of 90cm should be entered as 0.90.
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Your role on the night
•

Manage the age group as they move from event to event according to
the program. There is some flexibility with the program e.g. if there is
congestion at your next scheduled event, you can move to another event
if it’s available, and then return to the other event.

•

Make sure parents are helping you run the events. If you need assistance
with this, speak to the Control Desk.

•

Notify the Control Desk of any incidents/injuries via walkie talkie. First aid
is available at the Control Desk, and ice is available at the canteen.

•

Provide guidance to athletes on how to properly complete field events.
Fact sheets for each event are available in your folder, and on the Little
Athletics NSW website. There will be training provided for Age Managers
and parents on how to conduct field events – check our Facebook page
and emails for details. You’re not expected to provide detailed or
individual coaching for athletes. We run training sessions on Wednesday
and Friday afternoons which focus on a particular event each week (the
schedule is available on our website), so encourage athletes to attend
those if they require or want further coaching.

•

Remind the parents when it’s approaching your age group’s turn for
volunteer duty and ask them to sign up for one of the roles (BBQ, set up,
or pack up).
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Championship events
There are a number of championship events throughout the season which give
our athletes the opportunity to represent Rouse Hill Rams Little Athletics Centre
and compete against athletes from other centres. Please note that dates for
some of these events are still to be confirmed, and they may be postponed or
cancelled due to changes in the Public Heath Orders.

North West Metropolitan Zone Championships
This is the first step in the representative pathway. Athletes in the Under 7 age
group and above are eligible to enter. Encourage the athletes in your age group
to enter, regardless of their ability. Promote the event to parents and remind
them of the due date for entries as it gets closer. There is no entry fee for these
championships. Each centre is allocated an event to run over the weekend, and
parent helpers are required on both days.

Region 6 Championships
Athletes in the Under 8 and above age groups need to qualify at the Zone
Championship to progress to the Region Championships. Parent helpers are
required on both days.

State Championships
Will be held on Saturday 2nd and Sunday 3rd April 2022 at the Sydney Olympic
Park Athletics Centre. Athletes in the Under 9 and above age groups need to
qualify at the Region Championships to progress to the State Championships.
Parent helpers are required on both days.

State Combined Carnival
Will be held on Saturday 5th and Sunday 6th March 2022 in Maitland. At this
carnival, athletes participate in all of the events on offer for their age group
and points are allocated for performances recorded in each event, based on the
Little Athletics NSW Multi-Event Point score tables/system. The points across all
events conducted for each age group are added together to determine final
results.
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Gala days
Gala days are hosted and organised by individual centres, and entry is open to
athletes from other centres (an entry fee may be payable to the centre).
Encourage the athletes from your age group to attend; gala days are a good
opportunity to compete against athletes from other centres in a less formal
environment than a Zone Championship.
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Tips and tricks for field events
High jump
It’s a myth that if the athlete knocks the bar during a jump but gets off the mat
before the bar falls it’s a fair jump. It is up to the official to decide if the jump is
fair – there is no time limit for the bar to fall.
For the scissors technique, to find out which foot an athlete should take off
from, get them to jump on the spot. The foot they use to jump is the foot they
should try taking off from. This is the foot which is furthest from the bar. They
push off using that foot and swing the leg which is closest to the bar up and
over the bar first. Athletes who are jumping off their right foot should start on
the left-hand side of the mat (as you’re facing it), and those jumping off their
left foot should start on the right-hand side of the mat.
To make the event move along faster (at least after the first couple of weeks
once all the athletes have had a go), start with the bar at or just below the
lowest PB in the group. Not all the athletes have to attempt every height – it’s
OK to allow the better jumpers to skip the first few heights until it gets close to
their PB.

Shot put and discus
Check the weekly program or event specification sheet in your folder to make
sure that you’re using the shot or discus of the correct weight for your age
group.
Athletes can enter the throwing circle from any direction – they don’t have to
enter from the back. They do have to leave from the back, though.
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Athletes don’t need to have their front foot up against the stop board at the
front of the circle when they throw or put. It’s easier to throw or put if they’ve
got some space to be able to pivot the front foot.
Each athlete can have two or three attempts (depending on the size of the
group), and they should complete them consecutively. There’s no need to
measure all of them – use one of the numbered spikes to mark the distance of
their first attempt (without measuring), and if subsequent attempts are longer
you can move the spike and only measure the longest distance.

Long jump
When an athlete takes off it’s a foul if any part of the foot goes beyond the
front of the take-off zone. It is not a foul if an athlete takes off before the takeoff zone.
Make sure that the athletes walk forward a couple of steps after they land
before leaving the pit and don’t walk back through the landing area (it’s a foul
if they leave the pit closer than where they landed).
How you set up and measure long jump depends on which age group you’re
managing.

Under 6 – Under 10
The take-off zone is a sand rectangle which you’ll need to set up using the
wooden frame provided. The edge of the take-off zone which is closest to the
landing pit should be no further than 50 centimetres from the edge of the
landing pit.
A jump is measured from the front of the footprint in the take-off zone to the
closest mark in the landing pit made by any part of the athlete’s body. If the
athlete falls backwards after landing and puts their hands down, you need to
measure from where the hands made contact with the landing pit, not the feet.
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If the athlete took off before the take-off zone, you need to measure from the
back edge of the take-off zone i.e. the edge furthest from the landing pit, to
the closest mark in the landing pit made by any part of the athlete’s body.

Under 11 – Under 17
The take-off zone is the painted line 1 metre from the edge of the landing pit.
A jump is measured from the front of the take-off zone (even if the athlete
takes off before the take-off zone) to the closest mark in the landing pit made
by any part of the athlete’s body. If the athlete falls backwards after landing
and puts their hands down, you need to measure from where the hands made
contact with the landing pit, not the feet. You can add a thin strip of sand along
the front of the take-off zone to help with judging whether a foul occurred.
Make sure the athletes are aware that it’s not part of the take-off zone, and
that their feet should not come in contact with the sand.

Triple jump
When an athlete takes off it’s a foul if any part of the foot goes beyond the
front of the take-off zone. It is not a foul if an athlete takes off before the takeoff zone.
Make sure that the athletes walk forward a couple of steps after they land
before leaving the pit and don’t walk back through the landing area (it’s a foul
if they leave the pit closer than where they landed).
An athlete can take off from any of the marked take-off zones, and can change
the one they use for each attempt if they want. Make sure you know which one
they’re using, because you need to be standing at it to make sure that the
athlete doesn’t foul when they take off.
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When the athlete’s foot hits the take-off zone, they need to hop off one leg,
then step on to the other foot, then jump into the pit and land on both feet. The
saying “same, other, both” can help athletes remember the sequence.
A jump is measured from the front of the take-off zone (even if the athlete
takes off before the take-off zone) to the closest mark in the landing pit made
by any part of the athlete’s body. If the athlete falls backwards after landing
and puts their hands down, you need to measure from where the hands made
contact with the landing pit, not the feet.
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Further resources
Event fact sheets (Little Athletics NSW website)
Hints and tips for Age Managers and volunteer helpers (Little Athletics NSW
YouTube playlist)
Rules of Competition (Little Athletics NSW website)
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